BASIC 1 FULL INSTRUCTIONS – Including Prep –Please ask your teacher how she wants you to prep – it may be different than this.
Pat Otto’s Palette
DecoArt Americana
Buttermilk, Burnt Umber, Dusty Rose, Flesh Tome 
Golden Straw , Hauser Dark Green,  Hauser Light Green 
Honey Brown,   Lamp Black,  Lt Avocado,   Shading Flesh
Slate Grey , Titanium White, 
 Yellow Light Wedgewood Blue
Williamsburg Blue
Other Supplies
Sea sponge
Small berry tool or pencil eraser
Chalk pencil
Pat’s Background Preparation
Basecoat the surface with Slate Grey. While the surface is still wet, sponge Light Avocado around the edges and lightly in the center, being careful to not lose the grey. Sponge Hauser Dark Green on the outer edge to darken further. 
Transfer the pattern with white graphite.
Leaves: Basecoat the leaves with Light Avocado, shade with Hauser Dark Green and highlight with Hauser Light Green. Stems and vines are Hauser Dark Green, but do them after the flowers are done.
Main Large Flower: Basecoat the back petals with Honey Brown. Highlight with Golden Straw and strengthen highlight with Buttermilk. Base Main petals with Golden Straw. Shade with Shading Flesh. Highlight with Buttermilk, then strengthen highlight on some petals with White. Base centers with Honey Brown, shade with Burnt Umber. Do this again in the center making a little circular center within the center. Dot Burnt Umber area with Burnt Umber dots. Add Golden Straw dots over the light area of the center with some overlapping. Add a few Buttermilk or White dots as extra highlight.  Darken or lighten areas as needed. If desired, draw tiny lines out from the center using Honey Brown.
Secondary Flowers: 
Half Flower:  Basecoat back petals with Dusty Rose. Highlight with Fleshtone. I floated some dusty Rose to perk up the color. Base front petals with Buttermilk. Highlight with White, Shade with Golden Straw. Lighten or darken areas as needed. 
Full flower:  Basecoat petals with Buttermilk. Highlight with White, Shade with Golden Straw. Lighten or darken areas as needed. Draw tiny lines out from center with Shading Flesh. Draw tiny lines from outside edges with White. Don’t overdo.
Berries:  Basecoat the berries with Williamsburg Blue. I used the berry maker and dipped into the Williamsburg Blue and made the dot. You could use the eraser end of a pencil.  Shade with Wedgewood Blue. Highlight with Slate Grey. The highlight dots are white and the stems are Hauser Dark Green. 
Dots: I added White and Fleshtone dots because I felt there needed some balance to my light flower highlights
Lace Edge: I drew half circles by tracing around the bottom of a paint bottle placed half on the edge. You could use a coin or stencil. Float scallops with Dove Grey, and then add White lines like spokes of a wheel and White dots where the line touches the edge of the circle.


